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Benchmarking
Comprehensive Analysis of NDVpi Genome
by IGV

Introduction
• Newcastle disease virus (NDV) is an oncolytic
virus with non-segmented negative single
stranded ssRNA (−) genome of 15kb size.
• It contains six genes which encodes six major
structural proteins arranged in the sequence
order of 3’-NP-P-M-F-HN-L-5’ (Figure 1).
• NDV selectively replicate and kills many different
human cancer cells, however, it has been found
to persistently infect a subset of bladder cancer
cells that resist NDV-mediated oncolysis.
• Analysis of NDV genome (NDVpi) that
persistently infecting the cancer cells revealed
deletion and insertion regions in NP and M
protein of the virus (Figure 4 & 5). In addition,
genome truncations were observed at HN and L
proteins regions (Figure 6 & 7).

Figure 3. IGV alignment of deep
sequencing reads of NDVpi obtained
from cancer RNA-Seq data. The various
proteins encoded by the corresponding
regions of the genome are shown above
the alignment. The horizontal bars
represent read alignments with the
genome; gray bars are properly aligned
and placed read pairs, and coloured bars
are read pairs that differ from the expected
insert size or read orientation. The vertical
coloured lines in the coverage plot
represent nucleotide positions that were
different from the reference genome
sequence.
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Figure 4. Putative variant in NP
protein of NDVpi. Changes in
nucleotide sequence of NP protein is
observed at 359AdelC
(deletion) and 1,653C>T positions.
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Methods
Figure 5. Putative variant in M protein
of NDVpi. Changes in nucleotide
sequence of M protein is observed at
3,338CinsT (insertion).

• Transcriptome data of TCCSUP bladder cancer
cells persistently infected with NDV AF2240
strain were generated with deep sequencing
using Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Figure 2).
• Reads aligned to a human genome reference
hg19 using HISAT2 and BAM files containing
the viral and human reads were obtained.
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• Corresponding reference genomes (human +
viral) were concatenated and the sequencing
reads were mapped against this concatenated
reference genome.

Figure 6. NDVpi aligned to the
reference sequence showing genome
truncation. Alignment of deep-sequence
reads obtained from NDVpi. The
alignment shows genome truncations
(indicated by arrows), the majority of
which were mapped to nucleotide
position from 8263 to 8390 in HN
protein.

• The viral and human reads were separated to
obtain their individual BAM files.
• IGV genome browser was then used to
visualize the viral BAM file and manually
inspected to detect any mutations in the viral
Benchmark
against
sequences.
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Figure 7. Alignment of NDVpi to the
reference with truncated genome.
Truncation of the viral genome is shown
by the arrows. The truncated area were
mapped to nucleotide position from
6203 to 6342 in L protein.
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Figure 2. Workflow and bioinformatics
pipelines used for the analysis
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Conclusions
• Human bladder cancer and NDVpi reads files were separated and the viral BAM file was mapped to the viral
reference genome sequence (GenBank: JX012096.20).
• Persistently infecting oncolytic Newcastle disease virus (NDVpi) presented with a defect in its genome that
includes truncation, deletion and insertion of some bases, suggesting that persistent infection in bladder cancer
cells causes changes in the viral genome.
• These changes in nucleotide sequences of the viral genome may have significance impact on the development
of persistence infection in bladder cancer cells. However, it is not clear how this mutational changes occurred to
bring about persistence infection in bladder cancer cells.
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